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ABSTRACT

A method of computing transmission factors using Gaussian quadrature numerical
integration for crystals u'hose shape can be described by plane faces has been programmed
specifically for equi-inclination Weissenberg difiraction geometry. This program is readily
adaptable to single-cry'stal orienter geometry and will compute transmission factors at
rates varying from about 60 to 350 /zfrl reflections per minute on the IBM 7090 computer.
The method has been used to investigate the magnitude of end efiect inherent in cylindrical
absorption corrections for non-equatoriai, or upperJevel reflections. For cylindrical
crystals r.ith p;r values of 0.5 or greater, end efiect introduces errors into transmission
factors for reflections measured at equi-inclination angles greater than 20o tvhen the length/
diameter ratio of the cylinder is 20 or less

INrnotucrrox

The techniques now available for crystal-structure refinement aliow
very precise determination of atomic positional and thermal parameters.
If full advantage is to be taken of these techniques, intensity data ob-
tained by r-rav diffraction must be properly corrected for physical and
geometrical effects which otherwise lead to systematic errors. The correc-
tion for absorption of c radiation by the specimen is particularly impor-
tant unless the experimental conditions are such that there is very little
((5 per cent) variation in the correction from one measured intensity to
another.

The mathematical form for the transmission factor ( ' i .e., the percentage
of incident intensity not absorbed) is well known (International Tables Jor
X-ray Crystallography, vol. II, 291):

I  l r v
' :  
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Equation t has been evaluated for spherical crystals by Evans and
Ekstein (1952). For spheres the tlansmission factor, 7, is a function onlv
of the diffraction arrgle 0, Iinear absorption coefficient pt1, and cr]-stal
volume Z. The ease of applying this correction is, in most cases, offset by
the difficulty of preparing spherical specimens and orienting them with-
out morphoiogical aids. Attempts to grind crystals possessing pronounced
cleavages to truly spherical shape frequently fail, and in many cases the
result is, at best, an ell ipsoid. Computation of ? for ell ipsoids has, how-
ever, been performed by Fitzwater (1961).

Claassen (1930) and later Bradley (1935) evaluated transmission
factors for cvlindrical crystals for zero-level Weissenberg geometry.

(1 )
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Buerger and Niizeki (1958) extended the treatment to equi-inciination
Weissenberg geometr-v. This correction assumes that the crvstal, whose
entire volume is irradiated, has a very large length/diameter ratio and,
hence, that end effect caused by abnormally short path lengths near the

ends of the cr1'stal is negligible.
Graphical methods of computing transmission factors for prismatic

crystals have been presented b-v Hendershot (1937), Albrecht (1939),

Howelis (1950), Evans (1952) and Rogers and Molfett (1956). These
techniques are extremeh- time consuming and are, in most cases, not
applicable to equi-inclination upperJevel reflections. Becartse of these
limitations, the cylindrical absorption correction is sometimes used as an
approximation for prismatic cr1'stals.

The only practical method of appil. ing an accurate absorption correc-
tion to arbitrari ly shaped cr1'stais is to solve equation 1 on a high-speed
digital computer using any one of several numerical integration tech-
niques. Busing and Lev-v (1957) have described a method employing the

Gaussian quadrature technique; this same generai method has been used
in a program, written for the IBM 7090 computer, that cornputes trans-
mission factors for cr1'stals of essentially arbitrarl,- shape for equi-inclina-
tion Weissenberg geometry.r

The intent of this paper is to describe very briefly the method used to
compute transmission factors, and to report the results of an investiga-
tion of the errors to be expected due to end effect when using cylindrical
absorpt ion correct ions.

M-q.rHBxrerrc.q.r Mntnol

The analytic description of the crystal consists of a set of equations of
the form

A,,a I B"y -f C"z * D" : 0, (2)

each of which represents one of the n cr1'stal faces. The equations are
derived relative to an orthogonal coordinate system that is f ixed with
respect to the crystal and bears the following relation to the equi-inclina-
tion single-crystal diffractometer: The r axis is parallel to the primary-

r-ray beam with its positive sense away from the r-rav source when f, the
crystal-rotation angle, and pr, the equi-inclination angle, are both zero;
the z axis is coincident with the crystal-rotation axis, @, with its positive

I This program consists of a set of subroutines which, when incorporated in a main

data-processing program, allow absorption corrections to be made while intensities are

being converted to observed structure factors. Tv'o primary subroutines are written in

Fortran, while two subsidiary subroutines invoiving no input-output are written in FAP

Ianguage. Operational instructions and symbolic card decks are available from the author.
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direction away from the diffractometer spindle; the positive y axis is
oriented so as to make the coordinate system right-handed.

To determine the coefficients .4, through D, Ior each plane, one mea-
sures the coordinates fr;, !. i , zr of three non-colinear points on each face;
the required coeficients are the cofactors of the first row terms in the de-
terminant
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If equation 2 for each plane is adjusted so that D, is positive (by multi-
p i icat ion by -1 i f  necessary) ,  then anv point :u,  y ,  z ,  l ies ins ide or  on the
surface of the cr1-stal if the inequality

A " x l B " y t C , . z l D , , > 0  ( 4 )

is satisfied lor a,Iln planes, provided that (a) there are no reentrant angles
in the crr.stal model, and (b) the origin of the coordinate svstem is inside
the crysfs,|.

Equation 1 ma-v be expanded as a triple integral:

, : l; f, o, I 
n,,o,o, 

l',,n,0,,_,,,,d, (s)

To applt ' the Gaussian quadrature method, the tripie integral (5) is
approximated bv a triple sum (Busing and Levv, 1957) :

l m n n

T:;  I I I  lb  -  a l ld( r )  -  cQ) l [JQ:t , t , )  -  e( . r i , ) , ) )Wi t r ry jwke-ptPi ik  (6)

where r;, 

'0, ',),, 

uI'roordinates of sample points inside the cr1,stal, given
br-

r . i : a l ( h - a ) u "

1,1 : c(r) a [a1*il - c(r)l"i
211 : e(xi,  y) + [ f  @, y) - e(r i ,  y)fux

The volume of the crystai is given b1-

,  :22L, - ol laet) - c(r;) lUet, r l  - e(x;, y))wtw1wr" (s)

and P;.;1, is the total path length of incident and diffracted beams to the
sample point r;, y1, zp. The fractional intervals, u;, &nd their associated
weights, I,tr ' ;, depend on the number of terms, m,inthe summation. Val-
ues of these constants have been tabulated by Lowan et al. (1942) for
values oI m from 2 to 16. The program allows a choice oI m oI 4, 6, or 8.

To determine the l imits of integration, the coordinates of all possible

(7)
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intersections of three planes (2) are found. From those intersections
whose coordinates satisfy the inequalit ies (4) (and hence represent inter-
sections of crystal faces) the smaliest and largest :u coordinates are se-
lected as the l imits a and b. Simiiarly, the smallest and largest I coordi-
nates of valid intersections of two planes occurring at the m intervals
along r (computed with (7)) are selected as the set of l imits c(r;) and
d(r). Finally, for each combination r,yl,thelimits e(r,;y) andf(xay) are
the trvo values of a, found by solving each of the plane equations (1),
which also satisfy'the inequalit ies (4).

The total path length, P;i6, associated rvith the point r,yiz7. inside the
crystal, is the sum of the primary beam path length, PoGjt), and the
diffracted beam path length, Pa(rjr,t. The length of a vector, rp,, parallel to
the primar,v beam from point riyizp to anv crvstal iace, n, is given b1'

- A$t - B^yi - C"zx - D"

An cos ao I B. cos B, I C" cos le

where cos dp, cos Bo, and cos 7p are the direction cosines of the vector with
respect to the orthogonal coordinate system previously described. Since
the positive sense of /o, is awav from the point raylzt, and opposite to the
direction of travel of the primary beam, the required direction cosines are
not equal to those of the primarl ' beam itself. The signs of equation 9
dictate that ron will be positive only if plane n is between riy jzk ar.d the
primary-beam source, provided that D, for each plane is zero or positive.
Thus the primary beam length, Pp6ix1, to point n;!127" is the smallest
positive value of the set of r-.

In an analogous manner the diffracted beam path length, Pa1,;1;, is the
smallest positive value of the set of /dz, computed according to

- Anh - Bn-ri - C"zr - D"

An cos a4 I B, cos Aa i C" cos la

where cos dd, cos Aa, and cos "ya irr€ direction cosines of a vector parallel to
the diffracted beam with positive sense in the direction of travel of the
beam.

The direction cosines of the primary and difiracted beams depend on
the geometry of the diffractometer and the orientation of the coordinate
system used to describe the crystal. The direction cosines for equi-
inclination geometrv relative to the previously defined coordinate system
are l isted in Table 1. A simiiar coordinate s.vstem may be employed with
single-crystal orienters, in which case the positive :u axis is parallel to and
in the same direction as the primary r-ray beam when g, y, and 0 are zero,
and the positive a axis is coincident with the @ axis and directed away
from the goniometer head. Again y is selected to complete a right-handed

(10)
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Tarlr 1. Drtl;crtou CosrNBs or,Pnrul.nv exo Drrrnlcrro Bpeus RBr,,r.rrvn
ro rue OnruocoNAl CooRDrNerB Svsmu Descnrsen ts rnr Toxr
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Equi-inciination

Weissenberg
Single-Crystal Orienterl

C O S  o p

cos B"
CoS "y2

COS o /:/

cos B/
cos 7d

cos (r-@) cos p
sin (r-@) cos p
Srn p

cos (T-4) cos p
sin (T-4) cos s
Sln p

-cos 0 cos f -sin 0 cos 1 sin @
-cos I sin df sin 0 cos x cos d
*sin 0 s in 1

cos A cos g-sin I cos x sin d
cos d sin d*sin a cos x cos d
*sin 0 sin 1

rl'he sign of terms containing sin 1 is determined as follows: If increasing the value
of x moves the goniometer head tolvard the *l axis of the coordinate system as deter-
mined with g, a, and 0 zero, the sign is -; if the goniometer head moves toward the -r

axis, the sign is f (C. T. Prervitt, 1965, pers. comm.).

system. Direction cosines for this geometry are also l isted in Table 1
(R .B .Roo f ,  J r . ,  1962 ,pe rs .  comm. ;  B .J .  Wuensch  and  C .  T .  P rew i t t ,
1964, pers. comm.).

Table 2 l ists the approximate computing speed and estimates of the
integration precision as a percentage of the computed transmission factor
f or the three choices of the number of integration points, m, in each direc-
tion. Since the precision decreases with increasing l inear absorption co-
efficients, the estimated values in Table 2 are valid only within the stated
range of transmission factors. The high speed of the IBM 7090/7094
computers makes it practical and economical to use values oI m oI 6 or I
for processing the hundreds of reflections needed for complete three-
dimensional structure analyses. Using these higher values oI m, the effec-
tive l imits of transmission factor precision depend primariiy on the pre-
cision with which a crystal can be measured under the microscope and on
uncertainties in the l inear absorption coelficient.

Tlele 2. Sprno eNn Pnrcrsrox Esrrlrerns ron'InaNsMrssrox
F,lcron CoulurerroN ox rnB IBM 7090 Colrpurnn

Integration
Points

Approximate
Processing Time

(reflections/minute)

Dstimated
Precision, 0f

( f o r  T )0 .1 )

+
6
8

64
2 1 6
5t2

350
t z J

60

+ 4
+ 2
+0 . .5
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Tue SrcNrrrcANCE or ENn Emrcr

T'ransmission factors for reflections from c1'l indrical or prismatic

crn'stals completeiy bathed in radiation are subject to end effect when-

ever the primary and diffracted beams are not normal to the prism or

cy4inder axis. ' Ihis eflect is due to shortening of path lengths to and from

volume elements near the ends of the cr1'stal and is neglected b1' graphi-

cal methods of transmission factor computation and by the cylindrical

approximation method (Buerger and Niizeki, 1958). Since the numerical

integration technique considers the entire cr1'stal shape, it automaticall.v

takes account of an1' end effect. It is thus possible using this method to

evaluate the magnitude of errors due to end effect in the cylindrical

approximation.
When primary and diffracted beams are normal to the cylinder axis,

the transmission f actor depends on the product u'tr, where pr is the i inear

absorption coefficient and r is the c1'l inder radius, and on 0(:T/2 when p,

the equi-inclination angle, is 0o) . Buerger and Niizeki (1958) showed that

for equi-inclination geometry, when ,pr: -v10, all path lengths must be

modified b1' 1/cos,u, and that for a given value of T(+20 when pl0) the

transmission factor must be found for prt(rf cos p) rather than p;r. The

magnitude of end effect wii l thus depend on ptr, T, the equi-inclination
angle p, and the length/diameter ratio of the c-v-l inder.

To compute end effect, transmission factors were first computed for a

cvlinder having a length/diameter ratio of 100 for three values of T(0',

60o, 120o), and values of p ranging from 0o to 60o. Computations were

carried out using two values ol p.1r,0.5 and 1.0. These two vaiues are

tvpical of those encountered with the small single crvstals used on mod-

ern diffractometers.
Cylinders were approximated b--v 16-sided prisms, since the transmis-

sion factor program requires crystal descriptions in terms of plane faces.

In the prism approximation the normal to each face from the prism axis

to the face had tength r, where r is the radius of the cvlinder being ap-
proximated.l ' fo change the length,/diameter ratio, only the equations for

the ends of the prism had to be altered. The computed transmission
factors were compared lvith those obtained from the International Tables

Jor X-ray CrysLallography (vol. II, pages 295-298) using,r.rTr/cos p for

upper-level conditions. This comparison provided assurance that a

Iength,/diameter ratio of 100 was large enough to eiiminate end effect over

the entire range of p and T values. It also demonstrated that the prism

approximation was extremelv precise.

1 The cross-section area of the prism is 1 3 per cent greater than that of the cylinder.
'I'he effect of this error on transmission factors is insignificant, at least in the range of

transmission factors encountered in this investigation.
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Frc. 1. Percentage of end efiect in transmission factors,'2, for cylinders with equi-
inclination Weissenberg geometry. Solid lines are for p1r:1.0; dashed lines are for pg:0.5.
Three groups of curves show end efiect in cyiinders having length/diameter ratios of 5
(case a), 10 (case b), and 2O (case r) .

The computations were repeated for cylinders having length/diameter
ratios of 5, I0, 20, and 30. The percentage of end effect was computed
accordinq to

%  e n d
ef fec t

(/s end effect: t* 
[#;]

( 1 1 )
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where Al is the difierence between the transmission factor for a particu-
lar length,/diameter ratio and that computed for the length/diameter
ratio of 100. The term A? is 20 because end effect, if present, tends to
incr ease transmission factors.

Results of these computations are shown in Fig. 1. When the length/
diameter ratio is 30 or greater, end effect is negligible for all combinations
of T, p, and ptlr investigated. The curves of Fig. 1 show that end effect
ma.v introduce significant errors in cylindricai absorption corrections for
upper-level reflections when length/diameter ratios are 20 or less. 81'
i l lustrating the behavior of end effect for a l imited set of conditions, these
curves afford the experimenter a general indication of whether or not he is
iiable to encounter end effect, and hence whether or not the cylindrical
approximation correction can be employed safeil, ' . Under suitable experi-
mental conditions, one could use the curves to obtain an end effect correc-
tion for transmission factors computed b1' the cylindrical approximation
method.

'fhis work was carried out in part at the Cr-v-stallographic Laboratorl-,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Massachusetts,
where it was supported bv the National Science Foundation. The facil i-
t ies of the M.I.T. Computation Center were used for part of the compu-
tations and are gratefully- acknowledged. Professor NI. J. Buerger and
Dr. Will iam R. Busing kindly read the manuscript; their helpful com-
ments and clit icisms are appreciated.
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